JEE Text Notifications

Parents, we will be using the same texting notification process as last year to get last minute info out to you for situations like inclement weather dismissal or other last minute news that is timely in nature. Remember that we will not call inclement weather dismissal for light rain – send an umbrella as it will be normal dismissal. If you signed up last year, you should still receive the notifications. If you have not signed up and would like to receive these text notifications, please sign up following these directions.

How to sign up for JEE-'s notifications:

Text @jee124 to 81010 (or use 707-733-4758 if having trouble using 81010)

Standard text message rates apply. Learn more at www.remind101.com

Once you sign up, you will receive a message to confirm.

With the potential for the tropical disturbance coming this way, here is a reminder of the Inclement Weather policy for JEE:

If the weather is unsettled at 3:15 P.M., a decision is made as to whether it is safe or unsafe for the students. **We will send out a text notification when Inclement Weather dismissal is called.** If student’s Inclement Plan is to walk, they will not be released until staff deems it safe to exit the building.

Children are told to follow their "Inclement Weather Plan" if at 3:15 P.M. the following weather conditions exist:

1. Raining hard (send an umbrella for light rain as it will be normal dismissal)
2. Lightning or thunder in the area
3. Tornado alert
4. Sleet or icy conditions exist